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are not sq STE that the horiaon will be as 
bright as ane can hope." 

-Paul Gwaerts, SCK-CEN (Belgian Nudear 
RcPearch Center). 'Welmm Address to the F&h ' Internatid I n f d o n  and Exchange M-e on 

'The [transniutda] pmgwn is isexpected to 
, mw to rsvitallizs the nuclear R@D in 
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' -"OMEGA Pmpmme: Partitioning dTransmu-  
radon R&D Programme of Japan:' in Organiaadon for 

b r m *  C o . O ~ t i o n  and l h d m n i a t ' N u d e a r  

Mobile exhibit of the United St& Atomic Energy Cmmission's " A t m  
: fa7 Peace" program, 1957. Under the program, which was initiated 
during the Eisenhower ndministration, the United States supplied highly 
enriched uranium for foreign reseaah raacFm in 41 countries. 

1 Nuclear Power: A Cold 
: War Propaganda Tool 
. BY ARJUN MAKHIJANI A N D  MICHELE BOYD 

Based on the book The Nuclear Power Deception by Arjwr Makhcani 
: and Scott Saleskl 

"lt is mt too much to expea that our children will enjoy in their homes 
ne of the biggest obstacla facing 

' s l h a l  too cheap to -. . . * 
the nuclear industry is what to do . 
with the nuclear waste generated in : -LrJlisStraws. C h w  of thc AtomicEnergyCommisairm, 1954 

the form of spent 
fueldischqedhm , 
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: &om the extraction of h m  Nudear power ....................... ubilities will be so cheap that their mt an hardly 

SEE TRANS- SpecinlAtomicPuzzler .................... 
MUTATlON PAGE 3 
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: NUCLEAR P O W E R  
F R O M  PAGE I 

The idea that nuclear power would be extremely cheap and 
inexhaustible received a great deal of attention in the immediate 
aftermath of World War 11. As if in purposeful contrast to the new 
wartime horrors that could be wrought by the atomic bomb, a future 
in nuclear energy was depicted in glowing terms to evoke a vision of 
peace, prosperity, and plenty. 

Lewis Strauss, chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission 
(AEC) in 1953, had "faith in the atomic future" and believed that 
the progress of nuclear power would be guided by "Divine Provi- 
dence." The US Congress also caught the fever. Its vision was 
embodied in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the major legislation 
to defme the terms for commercialization of atomic energy in ways 
that were compatible with the manufacture of nuclear weapons. The 
Act declares that: 

the development, use and control of atomic energy shall be 
directed so as to promote world peace, improve the general 
welfare, increase the standard of living, and strengthen free 

. competition in private enterprise. 

Applications of nuclear energy to promote the "general welfare" 
: were to be "subject at all times to the paramount objective of making 

the maximum contribution to the common defense and s&ty." 
: The US wanted to present a benign image of the atom to the 

world, even as it built a huge arsenal of ever more powerful weap- 

: Inaoeura$a ai .d mlslsadIng .sti!ibuB;iad t e ~ h n o t o g l o ~ l  
. brauado about ouclsar power sarn ~ U D U B ~  par1 oI the Cold 

War  bystarih thrt ' p ~ s v ~ l e d  la the U.S; 

ons. Inaccurate and misleading statements and technological bravado : 
about nuclear power soon became part of the Cold War hysteria that 
prevailed in the US. By the early 1980s it was clear not only on 
Main Street but also on Wall Street that far from being "too cheap to 
meter" nuclear energy was too costly to afford. But other dubious 
claims have gained currency, such as that the industry can build 

. "inherently safe" reactors or that nuclear power can be used as a 
: practical solution to the problem of greenhouse gas emissions.z 

elm ta tBo @erS*n rlro kr* 

Atoms for Peace 
- * * m Y b r r r  

After the first Soviet nuclear test in 1949, the United States decided 
to press ahead with the development of the hydrogen bomb. It began 
the design, manufacture, and testing of nuclear weapons and opened 

: the Nevada Test Site. The Soviets followed a similar course. The US 
. tested a thermonuclear device on October 31, 1952, and the Soviets 
: did so on August 12, 1953. 

Thomas Murray, an AEC commissioner, saw clear "propaganda" 
: benefits in diverting attention from bombs to civilian power, since 

both the US and the Soviet Union were rushing headlong into the 
: era of the thermonuclear weapons. Such propaganda would show the 

S E E  NUCLEAR POWER O N  PAGE 12 
E N D N O T E S ,  PAGE 14 1 - 
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I WASTE TRANSMUTATION 
FROM PAGE I 

! isolation of nuclear waste from the public and the 

' C) environment is to bury it underground in a deep 
geological repository. 

However, because the spent fuel and the high-level 
waste contain a number of radionuclides that have very 
long half-lives (thousands of years to millions of years) 
it is admitted that it is impossible to ensure the isola- - tion of the waste for such long periods of time. Besides 
the likelihood of leakage of some long-lived radionu- 

' clides, it is also im~ossible to 

eliminate the need for a repository, though such claims 
: have tended to recede as investigations into the 

practicalities of transmutation have progressed. At the 
: same time, environmental, waste management, cost, 

and proliferation concerns have risen. IEER has 
evaluated the merits and problems associated with 
transmutation as a waste management concept. This 

: article summarizes our findings and recommendations.2 

Transmutation basics 
Transmutation is the transformation of a radionuclide 

. Table 1 on page 4 shows the 
main long-lived radionuclides of 

- concern. 
' The extremely difficult 

questions regarding ensuring 

k 
: isolation of waste to a degree . sufficient to prevent severe 
' contamination of resources, . notably water resources, has 

made the siting of repositories ; 
contentious scientific and polic) 

b issue and has been at the center 

medium-lived - 
fission pmduN 

non--$mumble - 
and =#dual fission 

of much of the public concern wrrte dlrpor; -- ! .  

and opposition to repositories. 
I .  

Further, the political expediency - - . - - - 
that has frequently accompanied . the selection of sites for study has intensified this into another radionuclide, or into two or more radionu- : opposition. While programs for siting repositories for 
spent fuel and high level waste are in various stages in 

: different parts of the world, these still face immense 
scientific hurdles and intense public opposition. In the 

: United States, which has a target date for opening a 
repository that could be as early as 2010, there are still : no final environmental standards for the protection of 
the health of future generations and the environment 
from the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain.' 

The d i d t i e s  and questions associated with 
repository siting, notably the extremely long periods of 
isolation required, have caused some to view the 
transmutation of long-lived radionuclides into short- 
lived ones as a potential solution to the problem of 
radioactive waste management. Transmutation is done 
by inducing nuclear reactions of various types in the 
nuclei of long-lived radionuclides. The theory is that a 
transmutation program would transform the problem 
of long-term isolation into a far less difficult one of 
storage for several decades or a few hundred years. 

The theoretical promise has led proponents of 
transmutation to claim that it would greatly decrease 
the problems associated with long-term management. 
Occasionally, they have even claimed that it might 

: clides. Transmutation involves nuclear reactions that 
would occur in some form of nuclear reactor. A variety 

: of reactor schemes have been proposed, but they all 
possess a common characteristic: a substantial amount 

: of energy must be delivered to the nucleus of a long- : 
lived radionuclide in order to induce a nuclear reaction 

I that would convert it into a short-lived radionuclide or 
a stable element. 

: The f ig re  on this page shows the main components : 
of an idealized transmutation system. A reprocessing 

: plant is needed to sort out the candidate radionuclides : 
slated for transmutation by separating certain long- . 

: lived radionuclides from the others. (In the context of : 
transmutation, reprocessing is also called "separation" 

: or "partitioning.") This allows the selective conversion 1 
of long-lived radionuclides into short-lived ones when A 

: they are irradiated in a reactor. Without reprocessing, : 
the opposite kind of nuclear reactions would cause a . 
counterproductive conversion of short-lived radionu- 
clides into long-lived ones. The fabrication facility 
manufactures the long-lived radionuclides into fuel 
and/or targets that are then sent to the transmutation 
facility, which may consist of a reactor, or a combina- 

S E E  WASTE T R A N S M U T A T I O N  O N  PAGE 5 
ENDNOTES, PAGE 8 
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WASTE TRANSMUTATION 
FROM PAGE 3 : and Cs-135 isotopes which cannot feasibly be separated, 

in part because the presence of the very radioactive CS- , tion of an accelerator, heavy metal target, and sub- 
137 isotope makes the handling and processing of the , @ critical reactor. The neutron induced reactions in the cesium extremely diflirult. expensive, and dangerOusS . 

, reactor transmute the long.-lived fission products into Thus, it is easy to see that the benefit of transmuting 
short-lived ones; they also fission the actinides, such as Cs-135 would be negated by the production of more Cs- 
plutonium, creating new fission products. Most of 135 from the neutron capture of Cs-133. 
these fission products are short-lived, but new long- The following example (with half-lives shown in . 
lived fission products are also created (see below). The parentheses, rounded to two significant digits) shows : . actinides can also absorb neutrons, resulting in the how plutonium-239 wguld be tmsmuted by two 
creation of higher-mass actinides (see below). Further. successive reactions 

; not all actinides can be transmuted before &e nuclear : reactor becomes very inefficient. Hence, a number of 
passes through the reprocessing, fuel fabrication, and : reactor facilities are needed in order to transmute most . long-lived radionuclides. 

' But even elaborate schemes cannot practically convert 
: all long-lived radionudides into short-lived ones. 

Transmutation of separated uranium, which constitutes 
. about 94 percent of the weight of light water reactor 

spent fuel and which is very long-lived and generally 
contaminated with some fission products, would be 
counterproductive since the main transmutation route for 
almost all the uranium would be to convert uranium-238 
into plutonium-239. Other long-lived fission products as 

. well as residual transuranic actinides would also need 
disposal. Hence, a repository, as well as other waste 
management and storage facilities still would be an 

@ essential part of transmutation schemes. 
The merits of transmutation schemes and the difhd- 

ties associated with them become dearer if we understand 
some basics about the physics of transmutation. 

The Physics ofTransmutation 
For nuclear waste management there are two transmu- 

. tation reactions which are important: neutron capture 
and fission.3 The goal is that long-lived radionuclides 

: be transformed into short-lived radionudides. 
1 The absorption of a neutron by iodine-129 and by 
, cesium-135 are two such reactions (with half-lives 
: shown in parentheses)4: 

However, futther neutron capture would give Pu-242, ' 
which has a long half-life: 

This illustrates that transmutation nudear reactions . 
would need to be closely controlled so that there is an ,: 
overall change from long-lived to short-lived radionuclides * 

without a build up of new long-lwed radionudides. 
Note also that neutron capture by piutonium-239 and . 

-240 would not solve the problem of eliminating long- 
lived radionuclides even if all  the plutonium were 
converted to short-lived plutonium-241. This is because 
plutonium-241 has an entire decay chain associated with 
it. It decays into americium-241, which has a half-live of : 
430 years. Amercium-241 in turn decays into nep- 
tunium-237, which has a half life of over 2 million years. : 
Hence, signif~cant reduction of long-lived actinides, such 
; a s  plutonium, generally necessitates fission of the nuclei. : 

Fission transmutation reactions produce mostly 
short-lived fission products that decay into stable 
elements, but some of these short-lived fission products : 

: can also decay into long-lived ones. The example below 
shows the production of two short-lived f~sion prod- : 

. ucts, tellurium and molybdenum. They both undergo a 
series of beta decays. The decay chain of molybdenum- 
102 consists of short lived radionuclides until it reaches 

1 stable (non-radioactive) ruthenium-102. Tellurium 
. decays into long-lived cesium-135. 

. 
; However, neutron capture can also result in the : X e - l 3 5 ( q , l 1 ~ )  au-ID2.(&d&J.*~& . . y 

4 
. . -. 

: creation of long-lived radionudides, defeating the purpose - of transmutation, as would be the case with (3-133: : Cstl3Sm(53dns&a):+e 

SEE WASTE TRANSMUTATION O N  PAGE 6 
The cesium in spent fud is a mixture of both CS-133 ENDNOTES. PAGE S , 
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WASTE TRANSMUTATION : Residual Waste 
FROM PAGE s Transmutation does not eliminate the need for a : 
PmposedTransmutation Schemes : repository for high-level waste and spent fuel. The 

various schemes have been proposed for transmutation. . theoretical schemes shown above cannot be translated : 
: Three types of reactors (light water reactors, fast 

: into a practical reality that would eliminate almost all 

reactors, and sub-critical reactors) and two types of long-lived radionuclides. First, no transmutation : 
: reprocessing have been proposed. Table 2, below, shows . scheme is able to deal with all of the radionuclides 

the type or types of reprocessing associated with each . of concern since many cannot be transmuted for 

: type of reactor and the radionuclides that would be practical purposes (see example of Cs-133 and CS- 
candidates for transmutation. Most 135, above). Second, transmutation of 

: transmutation schemes would use a ' m " B f n j h l  ,..,. @ W ; R P ~  Tc-99 and 1-129 is not 100% effective, : 
combination of reactors and associated even with multiple passes through the 

Nhl!ki.i#:!.)lul M::;far..a; reactor, and new long-lived fission : : reprocessing technologies. For example, . 
in one scheme, light water reactors fl@&{q ,, , . .. . 'IB!~ &l#blrrd . .  . . . 

products are created from the fission 
: would be fueled with mixed oxide of the actinides. Third, fissioning of : 

(MOX) fuel -that is, fuel made with :',%&b hb#.:$JbX;f, !klk the actinides is not 100% effective. 
~lutonium extracted from low-enriched For instance, in the best estimate of : . 
uranium spent fuel. The MOX spent fuel then would 

: be reprocessed and the transuranic actinides would be 
extracted to fuel a fast neutron reactor (commonly 

: called a breeder reactor). The fast reactor fuel would, in 
turn, be reprocessed and the remaining actinides would 

: fuel a sub-critical accelerator driven reactor. 
None of these schemes can, for either fundamental 

: physical reasons or practical reasons, transmute ura- 
nium, cesium-135, carbon-14, or some other radionu- 

: clides. Table 1 on page 4 shows the various radionu- 
clides of concern from the point of view of long-term 
management and their status with respect to various 
transmutation schemes. 

any proposed scheme, transmuting 906 metric tons 
of transuranics (anticipated to be produced by US 
nuclear reactors during their licensed lifetimes) 
would leave a residual of 2.4 metric tons. The 
composition of the residual transuranic waste would . 
be shifted towards higher isotope actinides and the 
waste would thus be more radioactwe. This would , 
pose greater radiological risks and complicate 
disposal. Finally, since cesium-137 will be disposed 
of in the repository with cesium-135, the large 
amount of heat generated by it would mean that n 

S E E  WASTE TRANSMUTATION ON PAGE 7 
ENDNOTES, PAGE 8 

TABLE 2:TRANSMUTATION SCHEMES 1 

Light w a t a  reactor. (L-) Rqrocesrirl~: aqueous. G e a u  hi& proportlon of hrghw mas 
(the most c - m  type d uthides mh t r u ~ k t e d  rarere ndilcim commercial nuclw MC~OT) The hdbnudidea: Primarily p h i u m .  hazards 
raactor is c n h l  and fueled with Tc-99, 1-119. hprocersing creates bm mounts d Nquid either iaw-mrkhed unnium w ndiouuve wvrc 
mixed oxide uranium-pkmnii 

hrw drclcmrukty fuel. - G n n a  fissbn most u5lnEda 

mmgwnem ycM+nt 

F u t  reactors: The r a w  & Reprocessinc mmtly dry in admd The devdopmem of brt rmauws hu been 
critrrd and can be fueled with &me$. wippfad by p m n e r u   ems plutonium, uranium w. potmcidy, 

Fbrion produrn a n  net &imly tnnsrmmd fuel containing some miner IWwnudides: Pkaanium nd mimr Haw tnnsunnk build-up though ton  lesser 
m'nides. minidaTc-%md Ci29"y bo !m%hk hmiy u t ~ c  *an with LWRr 

m ~ ~ o w s i d a t h e ~ c w e  . ilws~dnmorufc* 

Sub-cri~kal r e x t w s  an R e p r p r d ~  6. n p W " y I  can k JI acteaUI Sub-crit~ul r a m  are only at the UkD mge accalentor-pr~t system o r d l d t y w a c o m b i ~ d ~ h u a  Csst is p @ e d  to be high. 
W d e s  k r t  neutrons to a sub- - R u ~ o r  sa fq  mU an isuc cridcal ro~ tor  RadiormcUdes: plumdurn and mimr actinides. . F i s h  ~rodunr are n m  eRdently msrncsd  

Tc-99 and C129 may be possible but only in 1 mDdenud targets iursi$a the r a c t a  core. ' I  
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WASTE TRANSMUTATION : separation of weapons-usable material will considerably 
FROM PAGE 6 - increase the risks of proliferation. 

Environment and Health. Reprocessing, which is the space requirements for disposal could be consider- . 
able.5 only storage of long-lived wastes for hundreds : required by transmutation schemes, is one the most 

of years, with its attendant uncertainties, risks, and damaging components of the fuel cycle. It results in 

costs, would alleviate this repository capacity problem, . large volumes of waste and radioactive emissions to air 

Besides failing to deal with the uranium, which : and water. Its health impacts on workers, off-site 

accounts for 94 percent of the weight of radioactive . residents, and even far away populations are well 
' documented. For instance, health and environmental material in spent fuel, and with significant amounts of . 

long-lived transuranic radionudides and fission products, . concerns are the basis of the demands of Ireland, 

transmutation would create signif~cant quantities of Norway, Iceland and other countries that Britain and 

additional waste, particularly if aqueous reprocessing is France eliminate their so-called "low-level" radioactive 
waste discharges into the seas. Because fuel fabrication used. (See data on waste generation from once-through 

LEU and MOX fuel cycles, pages 9-11). It would also . does not involve the production of liquid waste, its 

shift some material from geologic disposal to low-level effects are mainly restricted to workers and are on the 

waste disposal, particularly if, as has been inappropriately same order as for workers in the reprocessing sector. 
The increased radiological risk of handling fuel that has proposed, the uranium is managed as "low-level" waste. 

This could result in an even greater overall radiological been repeatedly irradiated is cause for serious concern. 
Finally, the increased transportation of high level waste risk to the public, compared to disposal of all spent fuel in 

an appropriately selected and engineered repository. . required under a number of transmutation schemes 

Transmutation, even in the context of a phase-out of would increase the probability of a transportation 

nuclear power, would also require decades to implement accident with its attendant effects. 

and possibly centuries to complete.') This may require Reactor Safety. Transmutation would require the 

institutional control over the waste for time periods much development and implementation of new reactor 

longer than is feasible or desirable. technologies and/or the expanded use of existing 
reactors. Some of these new reactors have been de- 

Implications ofTransmutation scribed as "inherently safe." However, increases in 

The implementation of any of the transmutation certain safety features, in comparison with existing 

schemes discussed above would also have a number of . reactors, is countered by decreases in other safety 

implications for nuclear proliferation, the environment features and the creation of new safety problems 

and human health, safety, cost, and the future of unique to the new reactor designs. For example, some 

nuclear power. . feedback effects that help prevent a runaway reaction in 

Proliferation. All transmutation schemes require existing reactors do not exist in some transmutation 
reactors. For accelerator based systems, the ability to reprocessing of transuranic radionudides. While these , 

schemes may not yield materials shut off the neutron source and 

attractive to weapons designers in the fact that the reactor is ordi- 

nuclear weapons states, they can be 10d lmpl$ .ml~i lng narily sub-critical provide certain 

used to make nuclear weapons and safety advantages. On  the other 
Eiid.m&s that -granly inereuse ,and, these systems rely strongly would pose significant proliferation . .. 

risks in that non-state groups or non- ~o~ltc'afllJB of  i i o ~ p o n ~ : u ~ i b l ~  m the ability to shut off the 

weapons states might seek to acquire neutron source in an emergency. 

and use them. Even the reprocessing *btq~ial  8111 ooaside~rb1.y , ,. . in17lid~ Also, it may be necessary to 

methods that are labeled as p r o l i a -  ensure that the external neutron 

tion resistant, such as 
t h a  rlaks, tf pro~~fifbtlon. source is not operating at full 

pyroprocessing, can be easily power when fresh fuel is in the 
reactor or else the reactor could become supercritical. modified to allow for the extraction of plutonium pure . 

enough to make weapons. These types of facilities may Cost. The cost of transmutation, particularly for the 
advanced schemes that would be required in order to have in fact increase proliferation risks due to their compact 

size and potential problems in developing adequate si&icant reduction of actinides, is prohibitively expen- 
sive. Furthermore, while elearicity would be produced to safeguards. Furthermore, promotion of transmutation as 

a waste management tool may result in the widespread offset these costs, it is highly unlikely that these revenues 
will be sufficient. Transmutation would likely require tens transfer of this technolog. The separation of isotopes 

like neptunium-237 and americium-241 would also of billions of dollars to develop, and additional large 
subsidies even during operations, when electric power increase oroliferation risks, since both of these radionu- 

clides can also be used to make nuclear weapons. 
SEE WASTE TRANSMUTATION O N  PAGE 8 

Creating and implementing schemes that greatly increase ENDNOTES. PAGE a 
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W A S T E  TRANSMUTATION 
FROM PAGE 7 

sales are expected to generate some revenue. 
Continuation of Nuclear Power. Transmutation is not 

only considered in the context of managing the waste 
from the current generation of nuclear reactors (i.e. as 
part of a phase-out of nuclear power). Most transmuta- 
tion schemes, particularly in Europe and Japan, assume 
an indefdte continuation of nuclear power, with 
transmutation as one part of a new nuclear fuel cycle. By 
supposedly solving some of the current problems with 
nuclear power, transmutation is seen by some as essential 
to ensuring the continued growth of nuclear power. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Our main fnding is that transmutation schemes will not 
solve long-term waste management problems. Almost all 
the weight of the waste proposed for transmutation 
consists of uranium, which would, according to current 

: official proposals, be treated as low-level radioactive 
waste and be disposed of in ways that will pose far 
greater risks than disposal in a carefully selected and 
engineered repository. In addition, considerable quanti- 

: ties of transuranic materials would remain after trans- 
mutation, along with long-lived fission products. Large 

: quantities of new waste would be created, along with 
new proliferation risks and high costs. Despite these 
severe limitations, transmutation continues to be seen 
by some as a "seductive" area of research and essential 

: for revitalizing the "nuclear option." The evaluations : 
that have promoted transmutation as a waste manage- 

: ment technology are seriously deficient in their analysis : 
. and have been made mainly by those who would like to A 
: see a continuation of nuclear power. 
. In light of these conclusions, IEER's main recom- 

mendation is that, because there is no sound technical 
basis for proceeding, transmutation should be aban- . 

: doned as a waste management technology. &: 

. ' See Sciencefar Dmonntic Adon vol. 7 no.4 (May 1999) for more : 

. information about issues related to the long-term management of 

. nuclear waste. 
* IEER's detailed report evaluatmguansmutation technolo~ies will be 

adable  shortly after the publication of th ie  newsletter. 

' ' Tmsmutationisalsapossibleusingphotonudeardons,whichuse - 
energetic photons to induce transmutation. Photonudear mnmuta- . 

tion schemes pase emtia l ly  the same major issues as the schemes : 
discussed in this anicle and are even lesp developed than them. 

' ' n = neutron; e = beta padele; m = metastable (an excited stateof the - 
nucleus that does not decay immediately to the ground state). 

. I In this case strontium-90 would also likely be disposed of in the re- . 
pository, since its half-life is about the same as cesium-137. 

. " National Research Council. Nuclear Wnrter: TechnolagierfmSEpnra- : 

. tiarand Tramutation. Washington: National Academy Press. 1996. . 
p. 5 and OECDlNEA Status and Asrwment Rqmt  1999. p. 204. 
Sametransmutation schemes would store m- 
ucts for up to 600 years in order to allow them to decay (see Rubbia 

' 
et al. Fnrt Neutron Incineration in the Enera Amplifier nr an A l a -  . 
tivc to Geologic Storngo: The Case o j  Spain, CERN/LHC/97-01 

: (EET), Geneva: European Organization for Nuclear Research, Feb- 
ruary 17, 1997). A 

Actinide: A gmup of elemenk nl& an the penodtc tab e rr pmtons and neutrons (me number of pmtons detem nes the 
nc -&r "rar -m plutan um neptun~um. and amencf~m elemem h l  e the total number of nuc eons deem nes the 
among oihers.Twranic actinide refers to those actinides 
above uranium on the periodic table, primarily plutonium. 
Minor actinides refers to those actinides other than uranium 
an0 p Jon um (pnman y nepiun -m, amenaLm. ana c~n.m) 
E ements oeiong8ng lo lne ann ar gro,p nabc omaa, sm ,ar 

Aqueous reparadon: The use of an aqueous rned~um - for 
example. nrtnc aad in water - to enable the separauon of 
radlonuclrdes 

Beta deuy: The em ss on of electrons or posltmns (pmcles 
denbca to e l m n s .  b n  m a perm cecmcal cnqe) 
fmm the nucleus of an element in the process of rad~oacwe 1 decay of the element 

Decay chain: A senes of radloacbve decays lead~ng to a stable 
nudeus 

Dry  separadon:The use of eledmchem~gl techntquer to 
separate rad~onuclrdes 

Fissionprodudhyatomdb/thefmDnofaheay 
elemgn FDwn pmductr are radloadFA (generdk bl beta deay). 

Neutmn: An elementary part~le slrghVy heaver than a pmton. 
wth no elecblc charge.The nucleus of an atom constst6 of 

~saope). Newon capture refers to the abrorpbon of a neutmn 
by a nucleus to form a new sotope. 

Fympmcer r l n~  A brm of ary e ectmcnemtcal reparaLon 
pmposea for .re vdh metal.baseo uanmmbon reacror hcls 
(e g more for acce eratw Dased uammtaLon or for f a  
reactors). 

Reprocessing: A genenc term for the sepamon of elements m 
l-radtated nuclear fuel. 

Sub-cribicd reactoc A nuGear reactor that s confgugurea to 
operate wnh an external source of neutmns lo supplement 
n1emd.y generated neubonr to mantan me cnan nacbon 

Supercritical: When each fislon m a reactor resub tin more than 
one subsequent Ass~on resumng in a runaway chan r e a m ,  
exceot m carefullv contmlled Eases when reactor Dower IS 

w ng ncreaw in a conwslec way by m&ng n singhd) 
rdpercmcal lor Dnef penodr 

Targef In the context of pmton-accelerator tmsmlrtat!on 
schemes, a matenal wh~ch, when Nvck wrth pmtons fmm the 
accelemtor. emits neutrons through a pmcess called spalhon 
The term a also used for separated ra&onucl~des that are 
formed Into targets for mmad!auon. 
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w : Radioactive Waste from :Nuclear Power 
uclear power is sometimes presented as an energy 
source that generates little pollution. However, 
taking into account all the stages of nuclear 
power generation, from mining uranium to 

dealing with spent nuclear fuel and everything in 
between, nuclear energy produces substantial amounts 
and varieties of waste and environmental pollution. 

: The failure of government and industry to properly 
manage, contain, isolate, and regulate toxic and radioac- 

: tive substances generated throughout the nuclear fuel 
, cycle has often had tragic consequences for human 
' health and the environment.' . The health and environmental damage done by 

uranium mining, milling, processing, and enrichment 
: has been severe and continues. Mill tailings in many 

parts of the world are still leaking into the soil and 
contaminating groundwater. Commercial reprocessing 
operations continue to discharge large volumes of 
radioactive wastes into bodies of water from which 
people draw their food, as is the case with the dis- 
charges into the Irish Sea and the English Channel by 
the British reprocessing plants at Sellafield and by the 
French reprocessing plants at La Hague, respectively. 

The table on the two following pages shows esti- 
. mates of the volumes of radioactive wastes generated 

by nuclear power.2 In addition to radioactivity, many of 
these wastes also contain toxic, non-radioactive materi- 
als. For instance, mill tailings contain toxic elements 

. like arsenic and molybdenum. The table shows volumes 
of waste generated in the once-through low-enriched- 
uranium fuel cycle and the once-through mixed-oxide 

' fuel cycle. Definitions of the various types of radioac- 
. tive waste are provided below. 
: There are considerable uncertainties and variations in 
. waste production and the pollution caused by nuclear 

power and associated operations, depending on factors . 
: such as quality of uranium ore, types of processing 

facilities and reactors, fuel bum-up, and prevailing 
: regulations and efficacy of enforcement (see Special 

Atomic Puzzler p.19). The estimates in the table are by 
: Brian Chow and Gregory Jones (RAND 1999). They ; 

provide one plausible cradle-to-grave analysis of radioac- 
: tive waste generation from the two types of nuclear fuel ' 

used in light water reactors. 
: The once-through low-enriched-uranium (LEU- 

OT) fuel cycle is the most common approach. All 
: commercial nuclear reactors in the United States, and 

most worldwide, use a LEU-OT fuel cycle. "Low- 
: enriched-uranium" describes the type of fuel used; 

"once-through refers to fact that the spent fuel is not 
: processed for recovery of plutonium and uranium for 

fabrication into new reactor fuel. 
: The once-through mixed-oxide (MOX-OT) fuel 

cycle uses mixed oxide fuel made with plutonium 
extracted from LEU spent fuel. The reactor core in this . 

cygle is comprised of 30% MOX fuel; the rest is LEU 
fuel. After irradiation, the MOX spent fuel is slated for 
disposal and the LEU spent fuel is reprocessed. 
Presently, approximately 30 commercial nuclear power 
reactors in Germany, France, and Belgium are using 

: MOX fuel. 
Other technologies to manipulate spent nuclear fuel 

: are being proposed, such as transmutation and fast 
reactors, which require multiple passes through repro- 

; cessing. See the main article on page 1 for an analysis ; 
of these proposals. FiZ. 

' For a detailed analysis, see Nuclear Wastelad. MaLhijani, Hu, and 
Yi. A. (Cambrids. Mags.: MIT Press). 1995. 

: E&sions to the air and water are not included other than liquid 
waste discharges from reprocessing. 
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I S C I E N C E  F O R  T H E  C R I T I C A L  M A S S E S  

ANNUAL RADIOACTIVEWASTE aENERATl.ON PER RriACTOR 
Low Enrichad Umnlum Onrsibraugh [LEU-QT) 

and MIked-Oxi11e.Onee Tlnough [WOX;Ot) Cyctesa 
~n  mu^: msrw clpntr tl&h+par ~ M W ~ ) V J  

a 

spent fuel final 26 26 
: disposal' 

decommis~ionin~g - 9 333 10.1 315 

TOTALS 26 33-44 457-624 65,000 26 2-4 62-95 8452- 50,060 
8615 

' NOTES: 

a. Waste volumes do not include radioactive emissions to the air and b. The actual volume of spent fuel and HLW is not an adequate pmxy 
* water, except for reprocessing-related liquid LLW discharges to for their disposal burden. It is the heat generated by the spent fuel + bodies of water Typical characteristics of modem lizht water reac- and HLW, not the volume, that determines, for example, the amount 

tors are used: All fuel is assumed to have a burnup of 42.5 G i g a m  of space they would require in a geological repository. The need to : days (thermal) per metric tan of heavy metal (i.e. uranium and plu- spaceout thespent fuel and HLW (so they do not, for example, build 
tonium); reactors areassumed to have a 33% thermal it is up heat that muld corrode waste packaging orause unwanted changes . arsumed that 26 metric tons of uranium are required to generate 1 in the geology) means that their effective volume in the repository 
Gwe-yr of electricity will be much greater than their actual volume. 

. Sources: All waste volumes are from Brian G. Chow and Gregory S. Jones. Momgiging Waster With and Without Plutonium Separation (Santa Monica. . Calif: RAND. 1999). The reprocessing LLW figwe also u ~ o s  data from Groupe Radimlogie Nord Cotentin, lnwntaire der rejptr mdioactifs der 
inrtallationsnucliaiver, "01. I. July 1999, p. 19, and Cogema, Environmental Report, 1996. p. 54. Comments are &om M&jkh, Hu, and Yih. 

n 
eds., Nuclear Wartelondr: A Global Guide to Nuclear Weaponr P~oduction and 1tr Health and Environmental Effeectr (Cambridge, Mars.: MIT Press, 

' 1995). 
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ANNUAL RADlQACTtVEW&5TE eENERATlON PER REACTOR 
&y Enrlhhea Uriinibm .OnceThrough~(l&U~) 

@dt:M$t&d&xiae :O,~I& firiugk' (blww-) Cycl'ee 
ltnntinued) 

Comments  

In terms of radiation doses and numbers of people affected, uranium mining has been one of the most hazardous steps in the 
nuclear fuel chain, disproportionately impacting indigenous peoples. Mining produces large amounts of waste in the form of 
low-grade uneconomical uranium-bearing materials, that is not managed as radioactive waste. Mill tailings account for over 95% 
of the total volume of radioactive waste, not including mine wastes. Many tailings sires all over the world remain unremediated 
andlor neelected and oollute eround and surface water with radioactive and non-radioactive toxic substances. - - 
A number of chemical forms of uranium are created in the process of making uranium hexafluoride, which goes t o  the 
enrichment plant Besides airborne and waterborne uranium, hazards include chemicals such as hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid. 
and fluorine gas. 

Low-level waste from conversion and enrichment is typically buried in dumps. Many o f  these "low-level" waste dumps have 
leached radionuclides into the groundwater. Waste from enrichment also includes non-radioactive toxic chemical waste such 
as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), chlorine, ammonia, nitrates, zinc and arsenic. 

Because fuel fabrication does not involve the production of liquid waste, its effects are mainly restricted t o  workers and are on 
the same order as for workers in the reprocessing sector. The increased radiological risk o f  handling fuel that has been 
repeatedly irradiated is cause for serious concern. 

Reprocessing creates some of the most difficult environmental problems of any part of the nuclear fuel cycle. Wastes from 
reprocessing, together with spent fuel, contain more radioactivity than any other waste in the fuel cycle. In 1957, a Soviet high- 
level liquid waste tank exploded. The risk of explosion exists today for other tanks which contain wane from reprocessing in 
Russia, the US, and elsewhere. Leaks from some o f  these tanks have contaminated soil and groundwater. By volume, most 
radioactive waste from reprocessing is discharged directly into bodies of water. Because it involves the separation of weapons- 
usable material (uranium and plutonium) from spent fuel, reprocessing poses significant proliferation problems. There are also 
radioactive emissions of krvoton-85 and carbon-14 t o  the air. which are not included here. 

Nuclear reactors are vulnerable to catastrophic accidents (e.g.. Chernobyl, Three Mile Island). Boiling water reactors have 
considerable emissions of radioactive noble gases. 

Considerable quantities of "low-level" waste are created due to fission products leaking into the spent fuel pools from cracks in 
the fuel cladding. These fisson producu are trapped in resins in filters, which then become "low-level" waste in the United 
Smes and intermediate level waste in Europe. 

The inability t o  isolate contamination from spent nuclear fuel from reaching the human environment for the duration of its 

hazardous lifetime makes the disposal of spent fuel one of the most difficult problems associated with nuclear power. 

Mort of the radioactivw from reactor decommissioning wdne is in a relatively small volume of intensely radioactive material. Most 
reactors and related commercial nuclear facilities have yet to be decommissioned. 

c. This figure does not represent the total original volume of liquid beforefmal disposal. If, in addition tostoring the spent fuel in a wa- 
HLW from repmceaaing, but rather that which results from the ter pool, dry cash were used for interim atorago. them would be an 
evaponbon, concentration, and vitrification of the original volume additional 6 cubic meters LLW/GWe-yr w a t e  generated dur'm4 in- . 
into a wlumeapproximady 98 p m t  lers (Nuclear Energy Agency, 
Organhtionfor EmnMnic Co-operationand Development, The Eco. 
wmiw of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle [Paris: OECD. 19941, page 33). 

d. T b  figurr includes 7916 m3/GWe-yr of liquid discharges inm the 
envlmnment (Cmupe Radioaolo~e Nord Cotentm. 1999). 

e It a not assumed that the spent fuel stonye and encapsulation step 
involves fxst transferring the spent fuei to an intenm site for storage 

SCIENCE FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION 

While the resulting spent fuei volumes of the hlOX and LEC fuel 
cycles areequal. MOX spent fuel i s  moredifficult tomanage because 
i t  i s  phymcally hotter than LEU spent fuel. 
This includes dwommrsrioning of reactor and conversion, enrich- 
ment, fabrication and reprocessing plants 
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: N U C L E A R  P O W E R  : across the Cold War ideological divide. True believers . 
, F R O M  PAGE 2 . in the Soviet Union were at least as enthusiastic about . 

: United States as the promoter of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, which joined the famous dictum of n nuclear energy in contrast to the horror of the Soviet . Lenin, that soviets plus electricity equaled communism . 
: thermonuclear program. In addition to the propaganda : with Stalin's penchant for massive industrial projects. 
. advantage gained by casting the Soviets as the militaris- . A decade-and-a-half later, the US Atoms for Peace : 
1 tic side (despite the parallel development of Soviet ' policy was given more formal and fervent expression , 

nuclear power plants), another aspect of US urgency to . in Article IV of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty . 
: embark on commercial civilian nuclear energy genera- : (NPT), which guaranteed its signatories an "inalien- . 
. tion on a significant scale was the fear that, if the US . able right" to the benefits of nuclear technology, 
: delayed, the Soviets would be the fust to achieve it. As : including nuclear energy (full text of Article IV on . 

it turned out, both the Soviets (1954) and the British - page 14). In just over two decades, nuclear energy was 
: (1956) succeeded in producing commercial nuclear elevated to a status akin to the right to "life, liberty . 
. electricity before the United States (1957). . and the pursuit of happiness," which inspired not only : 
: A speech by President Eisenhower to the United ' the founders of the United States, but people all over 

Nations in December 1953 was prepared against this . the world ever since. 
: backdrop of US and Soviet nuclear arms development : To many leaders of countries emerging from 

and testing. Initial drafts of the speech focused on the - colonialism hoping for quick alleviation of economic : 
terribly destructive nature of atomic and misery, nuclear energy seemed to be a 

. thermonuclear weapons. In the revised material counterpart of the flags and 
speech, one part contained graphic The; I d r @  QI a n 8 ~ 6 )  national anthems that became the sym- : 
descriptions of the power and terror of ' ,too , & h e & ~  to m a t a r " b 0 . l ~  of newly acquired freedom. Nuclear : 

1 nuclear weapons; another part spoke in energy was "modern" and, l i e  steel 
glowing terms about the promise of the 4 C @ m I d I k n a t l ~ ~  ~f plants and national airlines companies, it : 
peaceful atom. was assumed that such modernization 

Bg'f*da'u8'on lne would propel the "backward" former Eisenhower focused a large part of his 
UN speech on promoting civilian nuclear ~ ~ b l ) q g @ d l ( ,  wltho.Ut colonies full steam ahead and put them . 
power development, which became known on a par with the industrialized nations. 1 

: as the 'Atoms for Peace" program. In his f ~ ~ h n l f i ~ l  f ~ i n d a l l o n .  Even India, where Gandhi had vigorously 
. speech, Eisenhower said: advocated a course of development 

TS 
different from that pursued in the West, did not 

The US would seek more than the mere reduc- 
undertake an independent evaluation of western claims, : tion or elimination of atomic materials for 

military purposes. 
despite the fact that it had the scientific and technical 
capacity in the late 1940s to do so.3 

A special purpose would be to provide abundant 
: electrical energy in the power-starved areas of - the world. Thus the contributing powers would 

be dedicating some of their strength to serve the 
needs rather than the fears of mankind. 

In the Atoms for Peace program, countries would 
contribute fissionable materials to a new international 

: atomic energy agency to be created under the auspices 
of the United Nations. This agency would prevent 

: proliferation of nuclear weapons and, at the same time, 
assist in the development of nuclear power. Eisenhower 

: also outlined the functions of the new agency in 
allocating fissionable material and in providing experts 

: around the world. 
Eisenhower's statement that nuclear power could 

: "rapidly be transformed from a developmental 
technology into a "universal, efficient and economic 

: usage" was not based on sound analysis. Rather, it 
converted the early messianic statements about nuclear 

: power into a calculated tool in the Cold War. On 
nuclear energy, there was no difference of opinion 

I Atomic Skeptics 

: Unfortunately for the true believers, the idea of energy 
. "too cheap to meter" that was required for transform- . 

: ing the gossamer stuff of extravagant dreams into hard 
economic reality was a combit ion of self-delusion . 

: and propaganda without technical foundation. Indeed, . 
. all technical evaluations, from those undertaken in the 
: secrecy of the Manhattan Project to studies by govern- : 
. ment, industry, and academics during the late 1940s . 
: and early 1950s, came to the same conclusions. Nuclear : 

energy would be diiicult to master and it would not be . 
: competitive with coal-generated electricity for quite some : 

time, though it might be competitive with coal, espe- 
1 cially if coal prices rose. None came to the conclusion : 

that it would be cheap, much less "too cheap to meter." . 
: According to C.G. Suits, Vice-President and Diec- : 

tor of Research of General Electric, in a December 
: 1950 speech, 

. At present, atomic power presents an exception- : A 
SEE N U C L E A R  P O W E R  ON PAGE 13 

ENDNOTES.  PAGE I 4  : 
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NUCLEAR P O W E R  energy sources would not provide the same propaganda : 
FROM PAGE I Z  capital in the Cold War as nuclear energy. Interestingly, . 

a lack of government money for renewables was a ally costly and inconvenient means of obtaining accompanied by a lack of corporate research effort and L 

energy which can be extracted more econorni- an absence of interest on the part of large numbers of : cally from conventional fuels.. . .The economics scientists and engineers. 
of atomic power are not attractive at present, nor 

; are they likely to be for a long time in the future. 
: This is expensive power, not cheap power as the 

public as been led to believe. 

As another example, in 1948, the AEC presented a 
report to Congress in which it cited "unwarranted 
optimism as to the character of the technical difficulties 

: [facing nuclear power] and the time required to sur- 
mount these difficulties." This committee, which 

; included Enrico F e d .  Glenn Seaborg, and J.R. 
Oppenheimer, was not even uniformly optimistic about 

: fuel costs, even though low fuel costs were the mini- 
* mum necessary requirement for nuclear power to be 

competitive with fossil fuel- 

: A Persistent Illusion 
The history of nuclear power has not sustained the 

. hopes of its proponents. Almost half a century after a 
' nuclear reactor fust lighted an electric bulb, 4 orders for 
. nuclear reactors in the industrialized countries are near 

zero. Sales to the developing world, repair jobs on 
. existing reactors, and decommissioning fill much of the 

order book of the nuclear power manufacturers and 1 
. other nuclear vendors. In the United States, no new . 

reactor has been ordered since 1978, and every reactor ' 

. ordered between 1974 and 1978 has been canceled. 
Even in France, the bastion of nuclear power where 

reactors generate about fourth-fifths . 
generated electricity. of the country's electricity, it is now - 

p urine the 1940s and 1950s, the b08ptIt f h ~  distnsl I J~~ jdrml l l t~  acknowledged that natural gas fned 1 - 
combined cycle plants are more United states was undergoing a ,a1 nuel#r onergy rsl~tiro to economical than nuclear reactors, : considerable transformation in its 

energy situation. Prior to and tba hopas. of  i t8  d?,flg&itOisl In 1986, Chernobyl showed the * 

: during World War 11, the US was terrible, widespread, long-lasting, 
virtuallv self-sufficient in petro- mDtr1 Of t h o  W O F ! ~ ' ~ '  6OVOtUW"g and, to a large extent, irremediable : 

: leum. But the enormous G o d  in . f i lb i  ii.willlng to ,dlr~ ~t consequences of a severe nuclear 
the number of automobiles in the - reactor accident. Every commercial - 

: decade. as well as the explosive nuclear reactor design carries with it 
growth of other uses of petroleum, resulted in the vulnerabilities of such catastrophic accidents, though ; : United States becoming a consistent net importer by . the probabilities and specific accident mechanisms may . 
the end of the 1940s. By 1960, the US was importing differ from one design to the next and from one 

: almost one-ff i  of its petroleum consumption. country to another. 
One of the official reviews of the resource situation : Despite the dismal performance of nuclear energy 

. in the early 1950s was conducted by a commission relative to the hopes of its progenitors, most of the 
appointed by President Truman, called The President's : world's governments seem unwilling to give it up. That 

. Materials Policy Commission. It came to be known as . reluctance is a complex phenomenon, beyond the scope 
the Paley Commission, after its chairman. : of this editorial. It seems partly the result of a feeling ; . In the energy sector, the prime area of concern that . on the part of many non-nuclear developing countries 

: the Paley Commission addressed was petroleum. The : that the main possessors of this technology in the West : 
1952 report predicted oil shortages by the 1970s. are unfairly depriving them of access to a technology 

: Furthermore, the Paley Commission made a strong : guaranteed to them by Article IV of the NPT as part 
negative assessment of nuclear energy and called for . of the bargain for forgoing nudear weapons. The idea 
"aggressive research in the whole field of solar energy - : that nuclear power is emblematic of modern "high 
an effort in which the United States could make an technology also continues to have a powerful hold. 

: immense rontribution to the welfare of the world." The : Yet, the problems with implementation of Article IV : 
Commission also encouraged work on wind energy and . of the NPT are beside the point, for nuclear energy is . 

: biomass. However, despite the Commission's conclu- : generally uneconomical and undesirable from a number : 
sions, a significant renewable energy effort was not of different points of view. Even its status as "high" or . 

: made until the oil aisis was upon the US in the 1970s. : "advanced" technology is much overrated. For instance, 
Given the assessment that nuclear energy could meet . the design and building of photovoltaic cells and the #, 

: only a modest fraction of energy requirements at best. : construction of reliable, computer controlled distrib- : 
it seems illogical that nudear energy was pursued uted electricity grids that draw their energy from a @ : vigorously rather than solar and other renewable energy : SEE NUCLEAR POWER ON PAGE I 4  . 
sources. Evidently, it was assumed that renewable ENDNOTES, PAGE 1 4  . 
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: N U C L E A R  P O W E R  . F R O M  PAGE 13 

: variety of sources and power plants is, in many ways, a : 
more complex and advanced technological enterprise . 

: than the design and construction of nuclear reactors. : 
After the demise of the idea of nuclear energy as "too .. 

: cheap to meter" by an  exigent reality, the nuclear 
industry has been putting forward environmental and . 

: non-proliferation rationales as part of its promotion of 
nuclear power. Its spokespersons state that nuclear power . 

: could be a principal factor in reducing emissions of 
pollutants, notably carbon dioxide, which contributes to . 
global warming. However, this claim ignores the envi- : 
ronmental impacts of uranium mining and radioactive = 

waste, which are inherent parts of the technology (see ;, 
Science for the Critical Masses, pp. 9-11). Moreover, 
IEER's analysis has shown that high-efficiency natural 
gas power plants can reduce greenhouse gas emissions - 
more per unit of investment than nuclear energy.5 
Further, the problems associated with fossil fuels and : 
nuclear energy are incommensurable. Should one tade  . 

. off the potential for catastrophic accidents l i e  
Chernobyl with climate change? (See Dear Arjun, p.17) " 

In the early years of the Cold War, manv nuclear . 

ARTICLE IV OF T H E  NUCLEAR 
NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY 

1. Nothing h this Treaty shall be interpreted as offeaing the 
lnalienabk right of d the Pofies w the Treaty w develop 
resear& pmduction and use of nudeor enegy for 
peacefil purposes without discriminotlon and in confor- 
mity with articles 1 and I1 of this Treaty. 

2 All the Pa~es w theTreaty undertake m MIkm and hove 
the right W pmdpote in the @lest poaiMe evhange of 
equipment moieiiak and sdentifc and techndogicai 
hfomdon for the ppeac@@i uses ofnudear energy Parties 
b the Treaty in o poMon to do so shoil oko cwpemte in 
amfn'bdng alone or mgetkr with odw States or interno- 
tionai o f g a ~ o n s  W the firrher devebpment ofthe 
dppfimtnm of nudear @new fir peaceful purpm, 
espwespwd) in the temxies of nonnwzlwr-weopon SDnez 
Porty w the T q ,  wifh due e r n  radwofionr the nee& of 
the developing oreos of the wdd 

Source: Congressronal Research Service, Nuclear Pml$mnon 
Factbook OMaddmn, DC: US Government Printing of&), 
Septemba I980 

: energy proponents proposed that military plutonium : proposed have some for severe accidents. 
production be used to subsidize commercial nuclear . ~h~~~ are far better and safer options 

: power plants. After the end of the War* there are : available now.7 It is time to leave nuclear energy behind : 
proposals to use surplus military plutonium as fuel in . as a failed dream of the last century. we can and must ; reactors to subsidize existing power plants. The : replace the false propaganda of "atoms for peace" with . industry is claiming that it can help turn "swords into . an -energy for peace,, program that can make the well- . 
Plowshares" because surplus plutonium from dis- being of the present generation compatible with the 

- mantled nuclear weapons would be used to make fuel . protection of the security and environment of future 
for commerdal nuclear power reactors. However, such a : generations, a: 
Droeram would create the fmancial and ~hvsical 
& - ' ,~ ~~~ 

: infrastructure for making plutonium a "commercial" ' TheNuclenr Pourer Deception: US Nuclear Mythologv from Electn'city . 
commodity, with attendant proliferation, environmental, . .'zo Cheap to r,I,,herently Safer, ReMm~ApexPr~S 1999), . 

: and cost  concern^.^ All refermces can be found in thisbook, unless otherwise mentioned. : 
TO address safety concerns, the nuclear industry has For a comparison of reduction of greenhouse gas emissions using . 

1 been promoting a second generation of commercial nuclear power to replace coal-fired power plants versus using mod- . 
. nuclear power reactors (see main article, p.l), some of em combined cycle natural gas fmed power plants, see Scimce for . 

Demomatic Action. vol. 6 .  no. 3. March 1998. 
. which have been labeled "inherently safe" by their ' George Perkovich. India's Nuclear Bomb: 7 l e  Impact on Global Pm- . 

Proponents. The safety question is a central one, since . liferation. Berkeley: University of California press, 1999, pp. 15-21. 
: ~ u b l i c  skepticism of industry claims grew markedly : I, 1 9 ~ 1 .  the Experimental Breeder Reactor I thefu8t nuclear : 

after the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl accidents. . elmticity that was used to power a light bulb. Both the reactor and r 

1 However, regardless of the validity of claims about the bulb are in a museum in Idaho. . 
immunity to meltdown accidents, this terminology of . ' See Science for Dmonaric Action, vol. 6 no. 3. March 1998. 

' 

"inherentlv safe" has more rhetorical merit than 
' 

See ScienceforDmnatic Action. vol. 5 no. 4. February 1997: 

technical content. Although it may be possible to ' See for example IEER's report. Wind vr. Plutonium: An Examinntion - 
design reactors that are safer relative to existing reac- of Wznd Enogy Patmhal and a Cornpowon of Offshore Wtnd L n o r ~  . 

to IJlulon,urn L'ro mjopnn ,1999,. Chapter 9 of The Nuclear Pouor . 
tors, the technology cannot be considered to have safety Iloce~taon. and Thomas lahansron et al Keneurnble Enemy S o m a  
as an inherent characteristic. All reactors that have been : fm&elrand Electricity. washington. DC: Island Press. 1993 
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Reader Questionnaire 
lease tell us how we're doing1 Help improve Science for Democratic Action (SDA) by 

w 
completing the following questionnaire and sending it to IEER by July 31, 2000. 
Five minutes and your candid feedback will help us provide you with a better publication. 

Thank you very much! - The IEER staff 
v 1  

How much of each issue of Science for Demonatic Action (SDA) do you usually read? (check one) 
0 100% 0 75% 0 50% 0 25% 0 less than 25% 0 I do not read SDA. Please remove me from the mailing list. 

What section(s) of SDA do you find useful and interesting? (check all that apply) 
0 articles 0 "Science for the Critical Masses" 0 "Dr. Egghead" 
0 editorials 0 crossword "Atomic Puzzler" 0 "Dear Arjun" 
0 guest articles and editorials 0 mathematical "Atomic Puzzler" 

How could SDA be improved? What would you add? What would you remove? 

How do you use the information provided by SDA? (check all that apply) 
0 In my job (My field or place of work is 1 
0 In my activist or volunteer work (I volunteer at 1 
0 General reading material 
0 I pass along the information in SDA to friends, family, and/or colleagues 
0 I receive multiple copies and distribute them to 

j 6d Have you used SDA or other IEER materials in your school or college? 0 Yes 0 No 0 Not applicable 
If yes, at what level? 0 University 0 Community or junior college 0 High school or junior high school 
Are you 0 an educator? a student? 

The articles in SDA are: (check one in each row) 
a. 0 too lengthy 0 too short U just the right length 
b. 0 too technical 0 not technical enough R just right technically 
c. 0 too hot 0 too cold 0 just right for Goldilocks' bedtime reading 

What was your favorite issue of SDA and why? (indicate volume and number, or topic): 

What do you find most and least useful or interesting about the current issue (SDA vol. 8 no. 3)? 

Most useful or interesting: 

Least useful or interesting: 



Have you ever visited the IEER website, http://www.ieer.org? 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, how often? 

What would you change, if anything, on the IEER website - and why? 

If IEER publications (books, reports, newsletters) were offered on CDROM, would you order one or more? (check one) 
O Yes, if their price was comparable with print versions. 
O Yes, but only if their price was significantly lower than print versions. 
O No, I would not be interested in ordering IEER publications on CDROM. 

Other comments: 

Name (optional): 

Thank you! Please fax (1-301-270-3029) or mail your completed questionnaire to IEER by July 31, 2000. 

(FOLD SURVEY IN  THIRDS. TAPE SHUT. STAMP. AND MAIL) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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D E A R  A R J U N  

D e a r  Arjun: the government has provided free insurance for nuclear 

I hear all k i d s  o f  claims about nuclear power. . power plants, much o f  the claims business has moved : 
H o w  can I compare it t o  fossil fuels o r  t o  renew- to Madison Avenue. 
able energy sources l i ke  wind and  solar power? Madison Ave. claims for nuclear power plants are as : 

-Wonder ing  in W y o m i n g  follows: 

,ON O F  F O S S I L  FUELS AND N U C L E A R  P O W E R  
-- 

SCIENCE FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION 17 

: I. Severe accidents happen only in the former Soviet : - Dear Wondering: Union and can't happen here. : Once upon a time, people made claims when they 
wrote to insurance companies for damages. N o w  that S E E  DEAR A R ~ U N  ON PAGE 1 8  

Nuclear with Nuclear, once-though Fossil Fuels, present Limited fossil fuels 
breeders uranium use approach and renewables 

Resource base, indefinite future 50 to 100 years, a few hundred years indefinite future. 

: . 
. 
1 
. 

. 
1 

' 

. 

. 

n 

. 

II) [ 
. 

present possibly more 
econom id  

indefinite future thousands of yean not required Resource base, not required 
including very 
low-grade 
resources 

. - - - - -- - - - - ~- - - 
none potentially catastrophic none if fossil fuels are incremental none" 

climate largely phased out 
change risk 

~~ - - -- - - -- - 
potential severe: long-lasting severe: 'long-lasting no consequences for no consequences for 

effects over large regions large regions but may large regions but may consequences effects over large 
o f  catastrophic regions be locally severe; be locally severe; I 

accidents effects generally short- effects generally short- 
term term 

- - - - - 
air pollution, low relatkly lw severe to moderate, moderate to Iw 
routine depending on control depending on control 
operations technology technology 

water potentially serious at often serious at mines, often serious at coal potentially very low 
pollution, mines and mills, but mills, and uranium mines; serious at some 
routine limited due to low processing sites (includes oil fields (includes non- 
operations uranium requirements; radioKtive and non- radioactive and 

l 
potentially serious at radioactive pollutants); radioactive pollutants. 

potentially serious at notaMy radium-226 waste disposal sites 
waste disposal sites near many oil-wells) 

- 
- a- - 

Risk of nuclear ye$ but less than with a none none 

I - 
I .  

! 

* 

, - 
1 1 

i 
I .  
I 

' ,  ' 

weapons breeder reactor system 
problems 

- 1  
The judgmenar in this table are based on present practices and w p m t l y  available technologies that are mmmercial or nearly so. Statements 
about consequences and pollution refer to consequences of funher use and not on accumukted damage sa far. 

**Questions have been raised ahut  the effect of luypton-85 fmm extensive reproeesains necessary for a breeder reactor system on cloud 
formation and hence potential climate change Howem, kryptan-85 can be removed fmm exhaust gssos by uyogenic ewling. 

: 

This table baa been reprinted fmm IEER's E- @ Smtityna. 1, 1996. - , 



DEAR A R J U N  
FROM PAGE 17 

2. Nuclear power plants produce no emissions 

: 3. Nuclear power plants produce electricity too cheap to - meter. (oops, obsolete ad) 

" 4. Nuclear power plants can be made inherently safe. 

5. An energy economy based on nuclear power plants 
can be made proliferation proof. 

6. Nuclear power is a good way to eliminate greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

There is no particularly polite way to accurately 
describe the fmt  five of these claims. In plain Enghsh, 
one could call them balderdash. For more scientific 
descriptions, see the editorial on page 1, Science for the 
Crit~cal Masses on page 9-11, the table on the previous 
page, and the book Nuclear Power Deception, wherein 
there are also large numbers of references. 

The one claim that merits more detailed discussion 
is whether nuclear power plants might be a good way to 
eliminate the build-up of greenhouse gases. In theory, 
nuclear power plants emit relatively small amounts of 
carbon dioxide compared to coal-fued power plants. 
However, the matter of reducing greenhouse gas 

: emissions is only partly a technical matter of choosing 
technologies that can do the job. Even apart from 

: increases in energy efficiency, many energy supply n technologies can reduce carbon dioxide emissions: wind 
and solar energy are supply technology examples. 
Sequestration of carbon dioxide, that is, storage of 

: carbon dioxide in various ways so that it does not vent 
to the atmosphere, is also technically possible. 

One of the primary constraints is economic: which 
set of technologies can reduce greenhouse gas emissions : 

: for a given amount of money? Seen in this light, 
nuclear power is most assuredly not the answer to 

: reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The other essential 
question is: what are the other liabilities that the 
reduction to greenhouse gas emissions will produce for 
future generations? Central to this is the vulnerability 
of nuclear power to catastrophic accidents, the problem 
of long-lived nuclear wastes, and the proliferation 
potential associated with all nuclear power systems (in 
varying degrees). While there are some impacts associ- 
ated with every energy source, such severe long-term 
and irreversible liabilities can be avoided with renew- 
able energy technologies implemented with the proper 
attention to ecological issues from the start. 

For information on nuclear power and global climate 
change, refer to Science for Democratic Action, vol. 6 no. : 
3, March 1998. 

The Nuclear Powr Deceptim: U.5. Nudeor Mytl~oIo~ from Ektrlciiy "Too Cheap m Meter' m 
"Inherently hfe" ReOcto~ by Arjun Makhijani and Scctt Saledu (Apex Press. 1999). 266 pager. 
$15.00, k k  payable to IEER 

I This book pmvides cntical analp16 and historid nndence to rrMe claims that mkar power can alh* the buildup 4f 
greenhouse gas= and redwe U5 dependence on hip 011. h also mveals the prol~fersbon hazards turn the gmwing I I quantitm of plutonium generated by nuckar power plants worldwide. I 

I lndiof Nudeor 8omb:The Impad on Global PmI'rfedon by George Perkwich (University of California Press, 1999), 610 
pages.To order; call I -800-UC-BOOKS or visit ~ l / / w w u v - ~ c p r e s s . W l e ~ e d ~ p a g e S / 8 3 8 6 ~ h t m l .  

A A definitive poliical histor/ of India's nuclear weapons program. Also pmvidu m i d  imights into Wstan's program and 
US nm-polifemtion policy Perhich's analysis has been described asa'tirndy, lobering, and vital:' 

I rs boDk I E E R d  thc inrcrnstmnat Wyelciun fw the Prarsm[on d N u c l ~ r W a r , ~ o n u m . D e @ G d d  efthe N u h r A ~  (Cambdge.H.rr.: 
mrelonal Wr/tkh Rorr, I99Z),th. fc&Mng eorrrn~on: apply roTaU. 3 3  en pyr 55: I 

I r ~ l u m e  of h - l e v e l  UqulB skodd be 1.2 x lo9 @ms.Tht *durn of lar-lo*el roHdr rhwld be 113 arbrc nmtardhs -@*es (a. 

4& liquids heuld re& I 
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Shormn your technical skills with Dr. Egghead's 

: Win $108! Solve this. 
Dr. Egghead's trusty dog, Gamma, is 
puzzled. In doing research for the 
centerfold of this issue (pp. 9-11). he 

. found that different sources contain 
considerably different estimates for 
radioactive waste generated throughout 
the nuclear fuel cycle. He wanted to alert 
SDA readers to this problem, and also to 
ask for help in determining why these 
discrepancies exist. 

So, we are putting this challenge to you, 
our readers, as a special Atomic Puzzler. 

We will award a prize of $108.00 to the person who 
submits the most accurate explanation as to why estimates 

of radioactive waste generation vary among two given 
sources. The sources, reports by DOE and RAND, are 
cited below. The relevant waste volumes are provided in 
the table below. If you're interested in delving a hit deeper, 
the DOE document, now out of print, can be found on 
the internet at http://osti.gov/resource.htrnl (from there, 
go to DOE Mormation Bridge, then search for the title 
"integrated data base" and choose Rev. 8 [1992]). The 
RAND study can be ordered ($8.00 including shipping) 
by contacting RAND at orde@rand.org, 310-451-7002 
(phone) or 310-451-6915 (fax). 

This is not a get-rich-quick scheme! Solving this 
Puzzler is likely to be difficult and time-consuming. (In * 

fact, we don't even have the answers yet.) Thus IEER is ; 

DOE 1992' RAND 
Mining a mitting miline 119POP tailings 65.000 

LLW 10.5 LLW 32-1 1 2 

LLW 3.7 UW 3-40 . . ' Fuei fabrication uw 82.7 uw 3-9 
Reactor opentlons LLW 165.7 LLW 86-130 

ILW 22-33 

De~ommlssioning LLW 290 UW 333 
GTCC 0.15 ILW 9 

m'hgs ts,ooo 
LLW 457414 
ILW 33-44 

a Prersunzed water reactor is the reference 
' 

b GTCC W e  e a cateeow used In the Unned States and ~ncludes the most radtoaawe - . 
rraosated m n o r  pan! and some .nnnments L N  s aefnea on page 9. 
These 6e"res are "odated how thore Dnntea on DO 24 and 32 in IEER's reoorL H.en Le,e. - . . 
Dollon. Low Level Sense (Apex Press. 1992). whtch used 1990 DOE data 

offering a larger than usual prize and : 
giving participants several months to , 
submit their answers 

Submissions will be judged by Dr. : 
Egghead and Gamma. Entries must be 
sent to IEER by September 7, 2000. 
We will publish our findings in SDA 
shortly thereafter. 

Good luck! 

DATA SOURCES: 
DOE 1992:M Vepanment of Energy 
ovegmrea Da'o Base for 992 J S  Spent i.~ . 
and hd8oanve Wme !ventones Pmjectonr. 
and Chomctensca. DOORWOOO6 Kcv 8 
October 1992 page 279. 
RAND: Brian G. Chow and Gregory 5. 
Jones Managing Wastes With and Without 
Plutonium Sepomtion. P-8035, Santa Monica ' 

CalitRAND, 1999. page 37. 

Send us your answer via fax (1 -301-270-3029). e-mail (iie@kr:or& or regular mail (IEER 6935 Laurel Ave.Ta!ama Park MD 209 12 USA). postmarkeG ' 

, by September 7.2033. IEER will awKd one prize of $108.00 to the prrcn who most accurately explains why the &mates of radio& wane 
, generation, pmvided in the table above. v ~ y .  In the wem h t  the winning answer is submmed horn olNide the Unitec SStates. the winner will receive one . 

copy of each of the bwlo NudeorWosfelon&A Glob01 Guide to Nuclear Weapons Pmducfron and I& Health and Emimnmental yTxts (MIT Press, 1995) and 
lhe Nudeor bwer Deception: US Nudeor Mwogy  rmm Uem'dty '%a Cheap To M e w  to "Inherently SaV Reoaon (Apex Pms, 1999) in lieu of the cash . - prize, dce to exchange rates. In the went of more than one most accurate anrwe,: the prize will be awarded to the 6 n t  one received. 

:I Answers to Atomic Puzzler, SDA vol. 8 no. 2, February 2000,"ln Pursuit of NuclearTrivia" 
I 

I. Ronald Reagan 5. Abarrt 5,000 9. On-site iwpedions, satelite imagery seismic 
2. Brazil. Egypt Ireland. Mexico. New Zealand. 6. Twenty; none on high alert monitoring, radionuclide detection, underwater 

South Africa, and Sweden 7. $3.6 billion listening devices, infwund instruments, etc. 
3. International Atomic Enew Agenq 8. 16 megatons. or 16.000 1diotons 10. Approximately 100 
4. None l l .  321 

~ - .- ~ - 
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1 It D ~ Y S  to Increase your Jarrlon mower with 
4 D r .  E a g h e a d  

: fast reactor 

a. Another term for a fire truck. 
b. Medical term for a patient who scores well on his or 

her knee reflex exam. 
: c. One who thinks quickly on their feet. - d. A reactor that is designed to use fast neutrons for 
: sustaining the nuclear chain reaction. Fast reactors 
. can be used to produce more fissile material than they 

consume. 

' sub-critical reactor - a. Describes a nuclear power reactor that, contrary to 
being above criticism, is below it. 

. b. Name given by students to a teacher who gives easy 
grades. - c. A power plant that does not produce enough electricity. 

' d. A nuclear reactor that is configured to operate with 
: an external source of neutrons to supplement 

internally generated neutrons to maintain the chain 
. reaction. 

; light water reactor 
a. A reactor,that runs on sparkling water. . b. A depressed person who responds well to the con- 

sumption of water to which a euphoric substance has 
. been added. 

c. Diet supplement that decreases the density of the 
body's water, thereby aiding weight loss. I : d. The most common type of nuclear reactor in the t 

world. Uses Light water (ordinary water) as a modera- - 
tor (to slow down neutrons in the reactor) and a - coolant. Light water reactors are built in two variants: . 

1 
: pressurized water reactors and boiling water reactors. . i 

fissile material 
. a. Industry term for the carbonation in soda pop. 

b. A very delicate fabric. 
. c. Misspelling of the term "facile material," books 

: designed to help students study for tests. 
d. A material consisting of atoms whose nuclei can be 1 

: split when irradiated with low energy (ideally, zero : 
energy) neutrons. Well-known examples are pluto- . 
nium-239 and uranium-235. 

fission products 
. a. Children of a nuclear family that has split apart. 

b. Items sold in a bait-and-tackle shop. 
c. Used equipment (file cabinets, machinery, scrap 

metal, etc.) taken from nudear weapons facilities and 
i 

sold on the open market. : n d. Any isotope created by the fission of a heavy element. 
. Fission products are usually radioactive. 

ln&tutti for Eni?rg), ind mmenb*lR& 
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